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Direct calculation of the nonequilibrium current by a recursive method
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The spatial distribution of the nonequilibrium current in a series of two point contacts under a finite bias
voltage is investigated numerically making use of a recursive Green-function method based on the Keldysh
formalism. The results of the current distribution show an interesting behavior such as the existence of vortices
in between the two barriers. The temperature dependence of the nonlinear current-voltage characteristic is also
studied.@S0163-1829~98!02216-4#
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With advanced technology for the fabrication and t
growth of high-mobility heterostructures, it becomes po
sible to create various structures on a nanometer scale,
nonlinear transport in mesoscopic systems becomes on
the problem of current interest.1–4 However, in spite of the
importance of studying the nonlinear response, theoret
approaches seem still to be in a developmental stage bec
of the difficulty in treating the nonequilibrium quantum sy
tems. Therefore, in order to obtain information about
underlying physics of the nonequilibrium systems, it see
quite important to examine and develop efficient numeri
approaches. So far, we have studied the effects of Coul
interaction on transport in the linear-response regime,5 mak-
ing use of the recursive Green-function method.6 The pur-
pose of this paper is to extend it for obtaining thespatial
distribution of the nonequilibrium current based on th
Keldysh formalism,7–9 and show the numerical results. T
this end, we apply the method to a series of two point c
tacts modeled on a two-dimensional tight-binding lattice, a
examine the spatial distribution of the current and tempe
ture dependence of the nonlinear current-voltage (I -V) char-
acteristics. Specifically, in the present study we concent
on a noninteracting case for simplicity. The effects of int
action within a mean-field level can be included in a straig
forward way, as in the linear-response case.5

We consider a quantum wire described by a tw
dimensional tight-binding model the lattice sites of which a
labeled with (i , j ). The wire is assumed to be infinitely lon
in the x direction, and finite in they direction. Specifically,
the system consists of three parts along thex direction: a
finite central region at 1< i<N, and two semi-infinite leads
at 2`, i<0 andN11< i ,1`. Along they direction the
system consists ofM lattice sites, and we assume fre
boundary condition, i.e., the transfer integral which conne
the sites atj 51 and j 5M is set to zero. The Hamiltonian i
given by

H52t(
i

(
j

~Ci , j 11
† Ci , j1Ci 11,j

† Ci , j1 H.c.!

1(
i 51

N

(
j 51

M

v i , jCi , j
† Ci , j1(

i
(
j 51

M

F iCi , j
† Ci , j , ~1!

where Ci , j
† is the creation operator for an electron at t

lattice site (i , j ), t is the nearest-neighbor transfer integr
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and v i , j is the on-site energy due to the impurities in t
sample region. The last term appears when the bias vol
eV along thex direction is applied to the central region, an
we assume the electrostatic potential to beF i[eV in the left
lead, andF i[0 in the right lead. In the central region, fo
1< i<N, it is assumed to beF i5eV (N112 i )/(N11) if
the electric field is uniform.

We now introduce threeM3M matrices G1( i ,i 8),
G2( i ,i 8), andF( i ,i 8) the elements of which are given by

F j , j 8~ i ,i 8![2 i E
2`

`

dt8^@Ci , j~ t8!,Ci 8, j 8
†

~0!#&eivt8, ~2!

Gj , j 8
1

~ i ,i 8![2 i E
2`

`

dt8u~ t8!^$Ci , j~ t8!,Ci 8, j 8
†

~0!%&eivt8,

~3!

Gj , j 8
2

~ i ,i 8![ i E
2`

`

dt8u~2t8!^$Ci , j~ t8!,Ci 8, j 8
†

~0!%&eivt8.

~4!

Here Ci , j (t8)[eiHt8Ci , je
2 iHt8, and the brackets and curl

brackets denote the commutator and anticommutator, res
tively. In the nonequilibrium Keldysh formalism,^•••& de-
notes an average with respect to the density matrix att850.7

Initially, at t852`, the two leads and the sample at th
center are not connected, and the left and right leads ar
their own thermal equilibrium with the chemical potentia
mL andmR , respectively, withmL[mR1eV.8 The time evo-
lution of the density matrix is described by the adiaba
switching on of the hopping matrix element which conne
the leads and the sample. The perturbation expansion for
type of the adiabatic switching-on can be written in a si
plified form by using a matrix formulation.7,8 Specifically, in
the present case, it is convenient to introduce 2M32M ma-
tricesĜ( i ,i 8) andT̂:

Ĝ~ i ,i 8!5F 0 G2~ i ,i 8!

G1~ i ,i 8! F~ i ,i 8! G , T̂5tF 0 1

1 0G . ~5!

In this representation the Dyson equation can be written
8797 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Ĝ~ i ,i 8!5Ĝ0~ i !d i ,i 82Ĝ0~ i !T̂Ĝ~ i 11,i 8!2Ĝ0~ i !

3T̂Ĝ~ i 21,i 8!. ~6!

Here 1< i , i 8<N, and Ĝ0( i ) is the Green function for the
isolated column atx5 i . Thus, for instance, the intracolum
Green functionĜ( i ,i ) can be obtained from a set of recu
sion formulas analogous to those for equilibrium systems6

Ĝ~ i ,i !5@Ĝ0~ i !212T̂ĜL~ i 21!T̂2T̂ĜR~ i 11!T̂#21,
~7!

ĜL~ i !5@Ĝ0~ i !212T̂ĜL~ i 21!T̂#21, ~8!

ĜR~ i !5@Ĝ0~ i !212T̂ĜR~ i 11!T̂#21. ~9!

Here 1< i<N, and the boundary condition for the recursi
relations Eqs.~8! and ~9! are given ati 51 andN, respec-
tively. At the boundary,ĜL(0) andĜR(N11) are given by
the Green functions for the edge of the unconnected lead
the left and right, respectively, and those are written in
form of a partitioned matrix as Eq.~5!. The off-diagonal
M3M parts, which correspond toG6 in Eq. ~5!, of ĜL(0)
andĜR(N11), are given by the usual retarded~1! and ad-
vanced (2) Green functions, denoted hereafter byGL

6(0)
for the left lead andGR

6(N11) for the right lead. The re-
maining diagonalM3M part for the left and right are given
by FL(0)5(122 f L)@GL

1(0)2GL
2(0)# and FR(N11)

5(122 f R)@GR
1(N11)2GR

2(N11)#, respectively. Here
f L,R[@eb(v2mL,R)11#21, with b being the inverse tempera
ture 1/T, and thus it is this diagonal part that describes
initial condition of the density matrix for an unconnecte
lead. In contrast to these Green functions at the bound
the
M3M diagonal part of the matrix for the isolated colum
Ĝ0( i )21 becomes zero, as in the case of the single-impu
Anderson model.3 Therefore, the distribution function whic
describes the initial condition for the sample disappears,
the averages of physical quantities are independent of it3

In the above the recursive relations are written in terms
2M32M matrices. However, it is more efficient for numer
cal computations to use a reduced version of the relat
written in terms of theM3M matrices, and such a set o
formulas can be obtained by performing the inversions of
partitioned matrices in Eqs.~7!–~9! explicitly:

GL
6~ i !5@G0~ i !212t2GL

6~ i 21!#21, ~10!

GR
6~ i !5@G0~ i !212t2GR

6~ i 11!#21, ~11!

FL~ i !5t2GL
1~ i !FL~ i 21!GL

2~ i !, ~12!

FR~ i !5t2GR
1~ i !FR~ i 11!GR

2~ i !, ~13!

G6~ i ,i !5@G0~ i !212t2GL
6~ i 21!2t2GR

6~ i 11!#21,
~14!

F~ i ,i !5t2G1~ i ,i !@FL~ i 21!1FR~ i 11!#G2~ i ,i !.
~15!
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Here G0( i )21[v12H0( i ) is the off-diagonal part of
Ĝ0( i )21, with H0( i ) being the Hamiltonian for the isolate
i th column. Similarly, the intercolumn Green function
can be obtained through the relationsĜ( i ,i 11)
52Ĝ( i ,i )T̂ĜR( i 11) andĜ( i ,i 21)52Ĝ( i ,i )T̂ĜL( i 21):

G6~ i ,i 11!52tG6~ i ,i !GR
6~ i 11!, ~16!

G6~ i ,i 21!52tG6~ i ,i !GL
6~ i 21!, ~17!

F~ i ,i 11!52t@G1~ i ,i !FR~ i 11!1F~ i ,i !GR
2~ i 11!#,

~18!

F~ i ,i 21!52t@G1~ i ,i !FL~ i 21!1F~ i ,i !GL
2~ i 21!#.

~19!

The local current in the sample can be written in terms
the intercolumn Green functions8

I i , j
x 5

e

\E dv

2p

t

2
@F j , j~ i ,i 11!2F j , j~ i 11,i !#, ~20!

I i , j
y 5

e

\E dv

2p

t

2
@F j , j 11~ i ,i !2F j 11,j~ i ,i !#. ~21!

In particular, the total current flowing along the direction
the applied field,I tot[( j 51

M I i , j
x , can be expressed only i

terms of the retarded and advanced Green functions1,2,8,9

I tot5
e

hE dv~ f L2 f R!Tr@GLG1~1,N!GRG2~N,1!#,

~22!

where Tr denotes the trace forM3M matrices, GL
[ i t 2@GL

1(0)2GL
2(0)#, and GR[ i t 2@GR

1(N11)2GR
2(N

11)#. Therefore, the total current can be obtained withou
knowledge ofF( i ,i 8). Note that atT50 the integration re-
gion of Eq.~22! is restricted to bemR,v,mR1eV.

We now present numerical results. In what follows, w
take the transfer integralt as a unit of energy. For computin
the nonequilibrium current, the integral in Eqs.~20!–~22! is
replaced by Simpson’s sum, and the mesh is taken to
typically Dv51025. As an example, we consider the curre
through a series of two point contacts, which is modeled
arranging the values ofv i , j . To be specific, we introduce
system withN528 andM520, and choose the on-site po
tential to be finite,v i , j51.0, for the sites which constitute th
two point contacts, i.e., all the sites on the columni
56, 7, 22, and 23, except those on the rowj 59, 10, 11, and
12 ~see the inset of Figs. 1 and 4!. We apply the electric field
only to the region in between the two point contacts, cho
ing the electrostatic potential asF i5eV for i<5, F i50 for
i>24, andF i5eV (242 i )/19 for 6< i<23. Note that the
two leads and the central region are connected ati 50 and
29. This choice enable us to compute the current distribu
outside the potential barriers in a simple way, and the to
current is independent of the choice of the position of
connections.

In Fig. 1, the total current in the case ofeV50.001 is
shown as a function ofmR for several temperatures. HeremR
is measured from24t, i.e., the energy corresponding to th
bottom of the conduction band for an infinitely large squa
lattice is taken to be the origin. In this case, the appl
voltage is small, so that the number of electrons contribut
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to the current increases linearly. AtT50 there are many
peaks of the resonant tunneling. These peaks are broad
with increasing temperatures. In order to examine the ef
of the bias voltage, we have also plotted the total curren
T50 for several values ofeV in Fig. 2. As the bias voltage
is increased, the total current increases and peaks bec
broader. This is because many resonant states exist in
energy spectrum betweenmR andmR1eV, and thus the cur-
rent becomes less sensitive to the change ofmR . This feature
somewhat resembles the temperature dependence sho
Fig. 1. However, a characteristic behavior is seen in the b
dependence, typically, aroundmR50.05 in Fig. 1. A peak
seen in the curve foreV50.001 becomes broader witha
trapezoidal shapewheneV is increased slightly~see the case
eV50.05). This type of behavior is seen when a single re
nant level exists in the regionmR,v,mR1eV, and the
shape disappears gradually wheneV is increased sufficiently
that a number of resonant levels can contribute to the cur
~see the caseeV50.5). We have also plotted the temperatu
dependence of the nonlinearI -V characteristic in Fig. 3, set
ting mR50.05. AtT50, many peaks which reflect local lev
els are seen, and these peaks become broader as tempe

FIG. 1. The total current as a function ofmR for several tem-
peratures. The inset shows a schematic figure of the two point
tacts. For details of the model, see the text.

FIG. 2. The total current as a function ofmR for several bias
voltages.
ned
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increases. Note that the total current remains finite even
eV>4.0, owing to the intersubband scattering by the ba
ers.

We next examine the current distribution. Specifically, w
set mR to be 0.055. The corresponding wavelength is e
mated about 35 in units of the lattice constant, and the re
nance occurs for smalleV ~see Fig. 2!. Figure 4~a! shows the

FIG. 4. The current distribution formR50.055:~a! eV50.001,
~b! eV50.5. The open circles (s) denote the sites which constitut
the potential barrier. The cross (3) is a label for indicating the
center of a vortex, and is just a guide for the eyes.

n-

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of theI -V characteristic for
mR50.05.
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results in a linear-response regime (eV50.001). In this case,
the current flowing through the point contact on the left
spread gradually till the center of the sample, and then
cused at the point contact on the right. This feature may
determined by a standing wave due to the resonance, an
half-wavelength agrees with the distance of the two conta
which is about 17 in units of the lattice constant. We ha
also examined the caseeV50.5 where theI -V characteristic
is nonlinear, and the results are shown in Fig. 4~b!. The
current distribution becomes complicated compared to F
4~a!. In particular, there are vortices near the potential bar
on the right. The complicated structure of the current dis
bution in the nonlinear regime is realized as a result of
contributions of a large number of resonant levels.

In summary, we have studied the nonequilibrium curre
distribution and the temperature dependence of the nonlin
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I -V characteristics in a series of two point contacts, and h
found an interesting behavior such as the existence of vo
ces. To obtain the numerical results, we have used the re
sive method for the Keldysh Green function. This meth
can be used for investigating the effects of a magnetic fie
a disorder, etc., and may also be used for computing
current noise. The behavior of the vortices under a fin
magnetic field is currently being studied and will be di
cussed elsewhere.
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